
W Planner 

"The best way to predict your
future is to create it" 
Abraham Lincoln
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WHAT  DOES  I T  OFFER ?
What do you get through the W Planner that will transform your life?
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1.Shaping & Creating Personl Mission, Vision, and Values
5 year plan, is divided into years, then divided into months, then divided into weeks then divided into days.

2. Daily Planner Based on 5 Year Long Term Vision

3. Morning & Shutdown Rituals and Tracking Them

5 year plan, is divided into years, then divided into months, then divided into weeks then divided into days.

Build habits by creating rituals, and track them to celebrate small wins, and notice areas of need.



5. Incentives Attached to Goals, and

Monitored Resolutions

4. Weekly To Do List, Brain Dump, Gratitude

Box, and End of Week Diary

6. End of Month and End of Year Reports

What you desire is how you award yourself to celebrate your small wins, and create resolutions

with a system of accountablitiy.

Put your week in focus, and plan daily accordingly, tracking your Memorable Moments, and

progress on each goal.

Reflections on your months is a very important step in evaluating your progress and the

effectivenes of your planning. Adjust and go at thiese mile stones.
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Mission, Values, Vision
W Planner will walk you through a group of questions

and reflections that will help you draft your personal

Mission, Value Statement, and Vision.04



Morning & Shutdown Rituals
Create your habits and control

your day by starting and ending

your day right.05

MALAK  EL  HALAB I

Now that your eyes are

open, make the sun jealous

with your burning passion to

start the day. Make the sun

jealous or stay in bed.



Five Year Plan in Five Categories
Big goals can be achieved when

divided into small steps. To achieve

your dreams, translate them into

tangible goals that you can plan.
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How do you see your self
financially in 5 years? How
do you see your career 5
years from now?

How do you want to grow
intellectually? What do you
want to be an expert in? Can
you make the goal tangible?
For example, the number of
hours needed to become an
expert on a subject is
10,000 hours.

Your mental and emotional
growth and balance are also
important and should not be
ignored. How about your
relationships goal?

How do you want to look 5
years from now?  How do
you want to be perceived? 
 What kind of wardrobe you
want to have?

We can not fullfill our
humanity without having a
"giving" aspect in our life. 
 What non-profit or charity
project you want to have in
your life so you can make a
difference and what do you
want to achieve in 5 years
through it?

Although this is a 5 year
plan, you will be be able to
re-evaluate and rethink it
every year, and adjust your 5
year plan going forward, so
don't be afraid to take risks.



Five Year Plan Break Down Into Months
How do you eat an

elephant? One bite

at a time.
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Now let's break down the 5
year goals, per category to
5 steps, one step per year.

Then we will break every Year's
goal into 12 steps, one step
per month.  Remember that we
are using the tangible version
of the goal as a symbol to
track progress, but it does not
necessarily give the full picture.
For example, if you were to
create 1200 subscriptions for
your business in a year, and
divided them into 12 months,
100/month, then this does not
take into account the learning
curve, and that you will get
better at it, and more efficient
as you succeed more in it.

Sometimes it is hard to make
health tangible, but you can
use biometrics like weights,
BMI, and blood metrics.

For fashion, you can create
your own measurement to
your goal.

This will be your reference
when creating your monthly
goals in the Monthly Calendar
Page.  If you fall short one
month, you can try to catch
up, or adjust your 5 year
schedule.

You will have the opportunity
every year, to start another
5 year plan, extending the
existing one, a year more, so
your vision will always be 5
years into the future.



W Planner Lists
By making a list of your small, individual, non-professional goals,

you're making personal fulfillment a priority in your life. And just

like at work, keeping a to-do list is a great way to stay accountable.

Here's the thing: You actually need to get it down on paper.

Reading List
What books you want to read this year?

How do you rate each book?

Connect List

Who do you want to

connect with this year?

Film & Show List

What shows have you

been watching? What 

films you want to watch?
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Monthly Budget
There are many electronic budgeting tools, but there is nothing like writing

down your budget that will make you more aware of your spending and

tracking of your financial goals.
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Count all your sources of
income in this box and total
them at the end of the month,
then subtract the Total
Expenses, which will give you
the Monthly surplus or deficit
that will carry to next month.

You will have envelopes to
achieve certain financial goals,
whether they are physical
envelopes or electronic accounts.
eg. New Laptop -  $___/$1000

The incentives that you have
defined earlier in the W Planner and
defined their tangible value, need
to have envelopes to accumulate
that tangible amount by which you
can award yourself when you set
your monthly goals incentives.

This is the weekly ledger of
expenses, so you are aware
on weekly basis on the status
of your budget. The totals
go to Budget's Actual
Expenses in the first page at
the end of the month.

If you need more space or
categories, use sticky notes,
or Memos pages at the end of
the planner, referencing them
here.

Money transferred to
envelopes should be logged
under Savings/Debts. So are
regular long term debts, like
Student Loans, Retirement
Accounts, or bank loans
(other than mortgage or car
loans which have their own
categories).



Monthly Planning
A month is a beautiful major unit of your year, and it is important to kee the

bigger picture when planning it.  You want to have one theme (FOCUS) of

the month that you want to achieve.  You will reference this page when

planning your weeks.
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Start off by filling the blanks
for the dates in the small
boxes of the month, and mark
any birthdays, events, and
reminders.

This monthly view, and the
ability to customize it with
colors is an important view,
that is hard to replicate on a
small screen of the phone, and
will allow you to do long term
planning for your month and
increase your efficiency.

Copy your month's goals in
the 5 categories from the 5
Year Goals Breakdown, and
attach an incentive to each of
them, and at the end of the
month, record what have you
achieved.

These are minor projects
compared to your Yearly
Goals. What monthly projects
you have this month? This will
help you draft the milestones
of your projects on the
monthly view.

There are annual tasks that
recur on this month, such as
spring clean up, changing car
oil, deep cleaning of house,
reorganizing closets, filing
for taxes, or other business
related annual tasks.

You take the Month's goal,
and divide it to 4 sub-goals,
one for each week. If this
month has 5 weeks, then you
will have the 5th week as a
bonus to catch up or relax.



Monthly Learning & Weekly Start
Learning is a life long journey, and we

always want to grow by learning something

new every month.  Start the week right with

gratitude, brain dump, and prioritization.
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From the Reading List, pick
what are you reading or
continue to read this month. 

Need to fix your bicycle and
want to do that yourself?
The internet is full of
resources!  Use your
resourcefulness to learn new
skills and become handy in one
more thing this month.

What else you want to learn
this month? Maybe your
grandmother's history, or
continue to learn another
language, or explore another
country on the internet.

Brain Dump is where you empty ideas,
concerns, or thoughts that you want
to address later.  You will decide
weather to convert some of these
thoughts into tasks or projects or not
when you are planning your week.

Gratitude is a thankful appreciation
for what you receive, whether tangible
or intangible. Use this box to express
your gratitude and it will help you feel
more positive emotion, relish good
experiences, improve your health, deal
with adversity, and build strong
relationships. 

Start your week by planning your priorities
for this week from your week's goals, brain
dump, and lists. If you accomplish it, check the
box. If you don't, either cancel it by
scratching it, or move it to another's week's
tasks and check the move circule.



Daily Planner
This is the most used aspect of the planner, and the view you will be seeing daily.  This is your daily

planner in a one week view, divided by active hours.  One of the most unique aspects of the W Planner

is that you track your 5 Years Goal on daily basis ... ensuring that you are on the path of your vision. 

 This will make you aware of distractions, and refocuses your effort with your long term goals and

mission statement.
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How do you see your self
financially in 5 years? How
do you see your career 5
years from now?

How do you want to grow
intellectually? What do you
want to be an expert in? Can
you make the goal tangible?
For example, the number of
hours needed to become an
expert on a subject is
10,000 hours.

Your mental and emotional
growth and balance are also
important and should not be
ignored. How about your
relationships goal?

How do you want to look 5
years from now?  How do
you want to be perceived? 
 What kind of wardrobe you
want to have?

We can not fullfill our
humanity without having a
"giving" aspect in our life. 
 What non-profit or charity
project you want to have in
your life so you can make a
difference and what do you
want to achieve in 5 years
through it?

Although this is a 5 year
plan, you will be be able to
re-evaluate and rethink it
every year, and adjust your 5
year plan going forward, so
don't be afraid to take risks.



Weekly Diary and End of Month Report12

Improve your writing, boost
your memory, inspire
creativity, and record your
feelings, thoughts, and
reflections in a weekly diary.

Record your monthly
achievements.  Celebrate your
wins. These are the fruit of
your efforts of this month.

Keep track of these metrics
of your budget, weights,
hours of sleep, and feelings,
that will assess your month
and point you to areas that
need improvement.

If you used color codes, you
will find it easy to track down
the estimated number of hour
you spent on each category. 
 You will be able to reflect on
each category, and set goals
of investing more or less time
on each of them to create
balance and ensure that you
are achieving your goals.

Happiness is enhanced when 
you maximize  your happy
moments and minimize your
disappointments. These
questions will help you
achieve that.

W Planner highly recommends
you select a mentor who has
achieved a level of success in
fields aligned to your goals. 
 Meet them monthly, and let
them check your plans, and
give you advice.



End of Year Report
The end of the year is an important milestone of your life journey. 

 Reflection on your year is a very important process in continuous

improvement in life. W Planner will help you and walk you through

that.
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Go over all your monthly
achievements and select the
top  5 achievements of the
year.

What are the results with in
each Goal that you achieved
this year?   

What are the challenges that
faced you? What adjustments
do you need to make going
forward? 

Did you achieve the goal you
set for your self for this
year within this category?

What is the time line for
events important in that goal?

What is the adjusted new goal
for next year within that
category?



Summary Achievement Report, Memos, and Timeline14

These are permanent memos.
They are documents you want
to create and keep handy, and
then part of your history for
that year.

In one sentence summary, what
are the result of pursuing the
goal you set for yourself for
each category, and what does
that translate to tangibly?

I use this for mind maps, for
summary of important plans,
meetings, or thoughts.

I use it for information I need
handy with me, or even an area
where I ask others to write me
a note for memory on.

This is the general time line of
your year.

Time lines are important to
keep track in the future of
your personal history.

Although this is optional like
many things in the W Planner,
but I find it very useful when
I want to track down some
important dates of my year.



15WHY  SHOULD

YOU  HAVE  A

PLANNER ?

Reason 2
Paper planners, diaries, and journals have been shown to improve

mental health and declutter the mind, reduce stress, improving

productivity, efficiency, and effectiveness in executing goals.

Reason 1
To achieve a group of ambitious goals, the W Planner is a robust

and unique system that follows up with your long term goals on

daily basis so you never lose track of your mission and vision.



W Planner 1.0
2017

W Planner 3.0
2019

W Planner 4.0

Premium
2020
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Progress We will continue to grow year after year, incorporating modern

research and user's feedback.



17 Why is The W Planner Awesome?

Undated (customizable to any start date)

One Full Year of Daily Planning (one of the best investments

for the year)

Five Year Planner (long term planning)

Track 5 Year Goals yearly, monthly, weekly, and daily.

Includes Monthly Budgets and Weekly Expenditures

Includes Weekly Diary

Includes Useful Lists, Resolutions, and integrates

Mentorship



CONTACT  US

3 1 3 - 4 4 4 - 4 1 9 0

w p l a n n e r @ w d a d . c o

w p l a n n e r . w i s s a m c . c o m
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This is my gift
to everyone

who wants to
achieve more

in life.
Wissam Charafeddine


